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Morgan Innovation & Technology discuss their strategic relationship with  

Anders, which has spanned the test of technology and time 

  

In this interview, Nigel Clarke, Managing Director of Morgan Innovation & Technology (Morgan IAT), 

discusses the company’s partnership agreement with Anders, and how Anders has helped them with 

their design, development, and manufacture of their innovative products for the medical market. 

 

“Our relationship with Anders is not a new one” Nigel Clarke begins, “Morgan IAT is a family business, and 

my father, Howard Clarke, first started to work with Anders over fifty years ago in the 1960s, when they were 

a metering and controls business.  At this time, Howard, a qualified engineer, was the Chief Installations 

Officer for the British Irons and Steel Association, who built instruments for measurement in the UK steel 

industry and, he sourced his meters through Anders.  As a result of Howard’s positive experience, when, as 

Morgan IAT, our new generation of medical equipment required display technology, Howard turned to 

Anders.  He understood and recognised that Anders had transformed their business model into embedded and 

LCD display technology specialists and requested that our engineering team approach Anders for their 

specific engineering support, and we haven't looked back since. This was in 2018, and in this time, we have 

launched our medical equipment into the market with a touch interface.” 

  

“My father is incredibly passionate about engineering and spreading the STEM message, which is why he 

tasked our engineers to work with a like-minded company like Anders, who he felt confident would be a 

cultural fit for Morgan IAT. As an oranisation, we try to support our local economy by doing business at a 

local level. These two principles of cultural alliance and close proximity don’t always mean we select the most 

competitively priced supplier, but we are looking for long-term support and a knowledge network, not the 

short-term gain that penny pitching provides.  We are more focussed on reliability and ethos synergy.  Anders 

demonstrated these qualities from the outset. 

  

Our need was very specific, as the product application is for a niche industry with the medical market.  With 

all medical equipment, there are obviously very high compliance standards to get the product through all the 

regulatory requirements.   
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Because of Anders’ experience in the medical marketplace, they asked if we had considered different glass 

types such as gorilla glass, which we had not, it wasn’t even something that we were aware of.  Although it is 

not essential in the medical market, it does add benefits. It’s one clean surface over the entire unit and it’s 

added strengthening properties also add value, as well as being more aesthetically pleasing to the eye.  This is 

important in the world that we live in for adoption levels.  

  

This consultative approach was incredibly helpful for Morgan IAT.  We are a medical device company; 

therefore, we understand the various regulations e.g. ISO 13485, but Anders specialise in display and 

touchscreen technology, therefore they were able to add their specialist bespoke engineering approach, 

looking at how the product is going to interact and combine with the environment it will be applied 

  

Midway through the design process and quote, the ESD standard was updated, which meant that our device 

had to withstand a much higher voltage level.  Anders took the product in-house to carry out their own EMC 

testing and fed back to us that our device, as it stood, would not pass the new standard.  It would have passed 

had it been a consumer product, but not as a medical device.  They actually took ownership and developed a 

solution themselves, which they sent back to us for review and approval.  We were delighted by this proactive 

approach, which we took on board.  The result was only a very small delay, which you absolutely want at the 

beginning of the supply chain process. If that had got further down the line and not been picked up until it got 

to the test house it would have cost months of delays and tens of thousands of pounds of re-design because it 

would have had an effect on everything else.  

  

To us, this highlights a likeminded business, who go above and beyond to reduce the pain for their partners, 

with satisfaction built-in.” 

  

About Anders 

  

Anders Electronics plc. is a display and embedded display design specialist, dedicated to making electronic 

touchscreen technology safer, simpler and more enjoyable to use. 

  

Over 30 years ago, Anders started designing, developing, and delivering customised display solutions, for the 

non-consumer industry, and haven’t stopped innovating since! Anders features a history of reliability and 

innovation and lives to solve display engineering challenges. 

  

Anders harnesses their expertise in display, embedded computing and touch control technology to help 

differentiate their customer's products through exceptional design and engineering. 
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Anders, the people behind the screen. 

  

For further information, please visit our website at https://www.andersdx.com/. 

  

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5Oc0xqNkHLDdcTHZ2u3UXw 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/anders-electronics/ 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/AndersElec 

  

About Morgan Innovation & Technology 

  

Morgan IAT is a family-run innovation company based at a modern factory facility in Petersfield, Hampshire. 

We are passionate about innovations that will have a positive impact on society, and we design, develop and 

manufacture new products in medical and commercial industries. 

  

Quality assurance is the cornerstone of Morgan’s ethos. We are ISO 9001-2008 and ISO 13485 approved and 

registered with the FDA (Food and Drugs Administration). We are also certified by the BSI Group (British 

Standards Institution), Cyber Essentials and the VCA (Vehicle Certification Agency). 

  

Our values are family, fun, and growth, and they drive the culture at Morgan, underpinning all our business 

decisions and actions. 

  

We are a supporter of Business East Hants, as well as many local businesses, schools, colleges, and charities, 

and we try to keep our business local where possible. 
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